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acceptable to us. And it does this against the background of continuing

bellicose statements by representatives of the Argentine regime.

You rightly refer to the staunch support which you gave us during

the conflict in the South Atlantic. I remain deeply grateful. May I say

that we have also supported you at the UN and elsewhere in matters

of prime concern to the United States.

The vote on this Argentine resolution is a matter of prime concern

to Britain. That is why I must make an urgent and personal appeal to

you to think again. A vote by the United States for the resolution would

be received here with incomprehension. Worse, it would be seen as

an affront to the government and the people of Britain and to me

personally. I cannot believe that you would consider delivering such

a blow to the right of self-determination which means so much to the

democracies of the free world. I had greatly hoped that you would

vote against this hypocritical text. But if you cannot, I must ask you,

with all we have done together in mind, at least to abstain.

With best wishes

Margaret

408. Message From President Reagan to British Prime Minister

Thatcher

1

Washington, November 2, 1982, 2027Z

Dear Margaret:

I have just received your message
2

and would like to respond

immediately, given the importance of the issue to both of us.

I fully understand that negotiations are not acceptable to you,

having just paid so much in blood and treasure to repulse the Argentine

invasion. We have no intention to press you—or to see you be pressed—

into negotiations before you are ready. Equally, we have no intention

to take a position on the substance of the matter that is in any way

prejudicial to your position on the questions of sovereignty and self-

determination. Indeed Resolution 1514 contains stronger references to
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self-determination than it does to the principle the Argentines proclaim,

“territorial integrity.”

Margaret, my country has always supported you and always will

in defeating any effort to solve the Falklands dispute by force. You

know that we have always been neutral on the question of sovereignty.

And we have always favored peaceful solution of the issue by negotia-

tion. I am well aware that it was the Argentines that interrupted negotia-

tions by attacking the Islands. But I do not think that in itself is reason

not to support a solution by negotiations sometime in the future. It is

hard for the United States to have any other position.

Reading your message, I believe more weight ought to be given

to the text of the resolution as it now stands. The Brazilian amendments

have made it much less objectionable. It was on the basis of this new

text that my colleagues informed Argentina and other sponsors that

we would support it. In particular, the references to de facto cessation

of hostilities and the intention of the partners not to renew them takes

us a good ways towards the formal renunciation of hostilities we both

have been working for, although I would agree with you that they are

not equivalent.

At the time of the vote, our representative will put clearly on record

our views that force must not be used again to solve the dispute, that

the underlying question of sovereignty is not and cannot be prejudiced

by the resolution, and that the aspirations of the Islanders must be

taken into account.

I am truly sorry that we disagree on this matter and for my part

will do everything in my power to make sure this resolution is not

abused. You may be confident that the United States will continue to

abide by the jointly shared principles which guided both our countries

through the Falklands crisis to its successful conclusion.

With best wishes,

Ron
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